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County Agent’s Notes:

October 10, 1999

Control fireants to avoid stings.
Although fall is not actually the best time to control fireants, it offers us an opportunity to
attack this nuisance since the mounds become very visible following fall rains. All of you have
probably noticed an alarming increase in the number of mounds in yards, pastures, and along
roadways. The ants are being forced to reconstruct mounds following heavy rains, and they are
also preparing for winter.
Properly referred to as the “Imported Fireant”, we are actually talking about five different
ants. One of these is technically called the fire ant, but it is usually found within a few miles of
the coast. Another, the southern fire ant, is a native species ranging from North Carolina south to
Florida and west to California. The southern fire ant is slowly being reduced by more active
species. The black imported fireant once inhabited most of Mississippi, but now is limited to the
northwest corner of the state. The red imported fireant presently infests all of Mississippi, and is
probably the dominant member of the group. Another fireant, simply referred to as the “hybrid
ant” is found in the northeast portion of the state. The hybrid ant is the result of a cross between
the red and black imported fireants.
One reason for placing fireant bait or insecticide now is that ants will probably bring
more of the material into the mound as a part of their food gathering as they store up for winter.
Even a small amount of product carried into the depths of the mound can do a lot of damage to
the population, and may destroy their reproduction by killing some or all of the queens.

Of all the products I have tried and recommended, I still prefer Orthene because of its
effectiveness and speed of activity. True enough, it is expensive, but most homeowners use too
much as they treat mounds. A small, newly-appearing mound only needs about a half teaspoon,
and a larger mound should get a full teaspoon. Used properly, a pound of Ortherne 75 should
last a homeowner an entire year or more.
Other insecticide products commonly recommended for fireant control include Dursban
and Diazinon. Both of these products are very effective, and they can be purchased in granular
form which is simpler to handle than the concentrated form in which Orthene is sold. Of course,
more of the material is placed in the area of the mound because of its weaker concentration.
Bait products are actually the most preferred by entomologists. These materials,
marketed as Amdro, Logic, and Award, are actually insect growth regulators and work by not
allowing ants to develop normally. According to Extension Entomologist Dr. James Jaratt,
spring is the best time to use these, but they can be effective in fall when ants become active
following rains.
When conditions are dry, mixing the insecticide with water and pouring it into the mound
as a drench is preferred. Orthene, Dursban, Diazinon, and Sevin can be applied by this method.
There are special instructions for mixing these as drenches. This and other information is
available in free publications available to you at our office, or you can call and we will mail them
to you. The phone number for the Attala office of the MSU Extension Service is
are located at the fairgrounds.
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